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State of the Staﬀord.
Hello NESBTC members and friends! It’s only been a few months since our last newsletter and I hope all
are well with our Staﬀord families out there.
When we last spoke, I informed you of my upcoming trip to the United Kingdom and what a trip it was! Andrea and I spent a week in the UK with our good friends, the Brutons, and we would like to thank them for
putting us up for the week and for all of their hospitality. It was great to finally see all of my friends from
abroad, all in one place, at Crufts. Crufts was an amazing experience and with an entry of 377 Staﬀords,
I left the show with my head spinning. I will not discuss what happened at the show as the Internet and
Facebook already went rampant with the subject; all I have to say is we in the States are not the only ones
that leave a show scratching our heads wondering what the hell just happened. I left the arena with the
clear understanding that politics exist everywhere.
We also attended an annual club meeting for the Southern Counties
Staﬀordshire Bull Terrier Society, one of the oldest Staﬀord clubs in
the United Kingdom. I found the way they conducted their meeting
very interesting and hopefully I can figure out a way to bring some of
that worldly experience back home to our club.
Spring is upon us once again with summer quickly approaching.
Since our breed can be considered a brachycephalic breed, I urge all
you to be mindful of extreme heat and humidity. Especially those of
us with either puppies or elder Staﬀords, long periods out in the sun
can be a death sentence for our dogs. Try to shorten the amount of
time they spend outside, adjust their exercise regimen, and never
leave them outside unattended. Give them a nice cool place to rest
and keep lots of water available. Remember that panting is very normal for all dogs but excessive panting is a sign of overheating.
This year, there are three changes to our club schedule that the
board discussed at our last meeting in Edison, NJ. First, the Spring
BBQ has been moved to Saturday, July 20th and will be held at the
home of board member Peggy Nally. Please follow us on Facebook
for details of the BBQ. Second, the board has decided to pass on the
Suﬀolk County Canine Experience this year. Third and most importantly, AKC’s Meet the Breeds at the Jacob Javits Convention Center

is scheduled for the same weekend as the Staﬀord Classic, so we will
not be able to attend this year. Should any non-show member like to
volunteer for Meet the Breeds, please contact us as soon as possible.
At our last meeting the board also discussed new ways to generate
funds and VP/Treasurer Toni Pawson came up with a great idea and
I’m pleased to say that her auction idea is working. Should anyone
have any items they would like to donate, please contact Toni at HYPERLINK “mailto:taylorstnt@aol.com” taylorstnt@aol.com. Please
visit our FB auction page, NESBTC USA **** Classic Weekend Auction
Items, to check what new items are available.
And, finally, I’d like to bring you up to date on the Staﬀord Classic
Weekend. This year on Friday, September 27th, we have Breed Specialist Jodie Sing from Australia with our very own Tony George judging Sweeps. On Saturday, September 28th, we have Breed Specialist Liz Stanway from the United Kingdom with Potomac’s Judy Heller
judging Sweeps. Now that the judge selections are out of the way,
the board will focus all of its energy to make this an unforgettable
Classic Weekend as it has always been.
Yours in Staﬀords,
John Diaz

North East Staffordshire Bull Terrier Club

classic:
a: serving as a standard of excellence:
of recognized value.
b: historically memorable.
c: a regional Stafford Specialty Show held
out on Long Island (9/26—9/28).

yep, all the above!
Please join us this coming fall!

We are honored to have (once again)
two wonderful Stafford Specialty judges.
Ms. Jodie Sing of Pranksta SBT’s and
Elizabeth “Liz” Stanway of Waystaff SBT’s.
Both judges started thier love affair with the breed
back in the 80’s. With too numerous Staffords
of note to mention here.
If you’ve made it to “The Classic” before, you know
what all the hubbub is about. If you haven’t, well this
is a good time to start making plans.
Thursday September 26th (meet & greet) Friday (show) & Saturday (show and Club BBQ).

Please visit: www.nesbtc.com or contact us on our Facebook page www.facebook.com/pages/NESBTC
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PAGE 3 GIRL
BISS Ch. Shortyrocks Fiona Fairestofthemall
Sire: MBISS Ch. Thrashers Elliot Eversohandsome
Paternal Grandsire: Crossguns Graduate at Crossswords
Paternal Granddam: Ch. Thrashers Rear Naked Choke Rocksy

Mirror Mirror on the wall who’s the fairest of them all?
BISS Ch. Shortyrocks Fiona Fairestofthemall. Fiona is
owned and bred by Sandra Carter and Michelle Bryant
of Shortyrock Staﬀords.
Fiona’s dam Ch. Electra-Mat Staﬀ Komisarz was a polish import from Tomasz Matusiak (Mat-Staﬀ Staﬀords)
of Lodz, Poland. Tomasz and I started talking Staﬀords
about 10 years ago, which led to me importing Fiona’s
dam, our Beatrix. Beatrix quickly became an AKC champion and was especially successful on the national level
with foreign judges. She was destined to become my
foundation bitch, but as fate would have it, she could
not conceive. Finally, after a lot of money and many
procedures, I made the decision to try one last time, by
using our own Stud: BISS Gch. Thrashers Elliott Eversonhandsome, when she was 5 years old. We took her
to Dr. Beverly Brimacomb DVM, a reproductive bulldog
specialist, and ended up using fresh semen with surgical
implant. It worked! I got 3 beautiful puppies from the
litter of Beatrix and Elliott.
At 3 yrs. old, Fiona has been shown only sparingly, but
accomplished a great deal. In 2011, she went Best Bred
by Exhibitor at the SBTCA National Specialty Show under Irish Judge Bill McKnight, in Washington. That fall
at the NESBTC Staﬀord Classic, Fiona was again Best
Bred by Exhibitor under UK Judges: Karon Jackson and
Eric Gavin. In her next showing in 2013 at the Fresno
Sun Maid Kennel Club Show she was awarded Best of
Opposite on Saturday by UK Judge Steve Dickenson and
Sunday under UK Judge John Ryder, Best of Breed, to finish the Staﬀord Showdown weekend.
Fiona is preparing for the SBTCA National Show at
Purina Farms in May 2013 and the Great Western Terrier Show in Long Beach, CA in June. If all proceeds
as planned, Fiona will be bred this summer or fall to:
World Breed Record Holder: UK Ch. Valglo Casanova at
Crossguns.
This beautiful Girl is a loyal companion and has a special aﬀection to people, furthermore, she has always
proven to be a wonderful representative of the breed and
I am very proud to be her breeder, owner and handler.

Dam: Ch. Electra Mat-Staﬀ Komisarz
Maternal Grandsire: (LUX) Ch. Crossguns Nitro Express
Maternal Granddam: (PL)Dark Angel Mat-Staﬀ
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Photo credit: Tony George

Layla Girl On Fire!
Last spring and summer it seemed like everyone was posting pictures of litters and I fell madly in love with “the red collar girl” from
the Mat-Staﬀ litter. I had no intentions of getting another dog so I
was very excited to find out I would at least get to see her at shows
because Tomas Matusiak, her breeder, had kept her. As fate would
have it, I found out at the Classic in October that Tomas was considering placing her and I immediately jumped on the chance. My mom
was looking for a puppy and as far as I was concerned, she was it.
I never had any intentions of showing dogs, but if that’s what it would
take to get the beautiful “red collar puppy” for my mom than I would
do it.
We picked Layla up in December and started handling classes in February. Everyone has been very helpful from helping me find a class,
to giving me pointers, telling me how short her nails should be, what
time to show up for the show, and when we need to be in the ring.
The Staﬀord family has been very supportive and willing to give tips.
This is probably the one thing I enjoy the most about the shows.
Even though everyone is there to win, it hasn’t stopped them from
helping me trim her nails or her tail or giving me tips on how to handle her better.
We have entered two shows so far and I am a giant bundle of nerves
each time I enter the ring. I have attended the Potomac Extravaganza
for the last five years in a row as a spectator and helped out with the
Classic each year so you would think I would have a clue what to do.
At all of those shows in the past, I was totally relaxed and enjoyed
seeing all the dogs and watching how each handler did things just
a little diﬀerently than the next. They all made it look so easy, as if

anyone could do it. It is a lot harder than it looks! I don’t know who is
more exhausted when it is all over, Layla or me!
Although I never imagined myself in the show ring, I have to say that
I am proud of myself and Layla every time we make it out of the ring
without making fools of ourselves. I ask my mom after every class,
“Did we look like we belonged in there?” and as soon as she responds “yes,” I feel successful. I am not a very competitive person so
in the end it is all about having fun for us which is pretty easy when
surrounded by supportive Staﬀord enthusiasts.
I got my first Staﬀord, Zoe, nine years ago with the goal of training
her to be the best behaved pet ever and hopefully passing the Therapy Dog test, which she did; we were a Delta Society pet therapy
team. Four years later, my brother got a Staﬀord and we joined the
NESBTC. Growing up, I always had dogs and multiple other pets and
loved them very much. I always considered myself a dog person, but
it wasn’t until I got my first Staﬀord that I realized I used to be just
a person who had dogs and it took getting my first Staﬀord for me
to become a REAL dog person. I owe my life with Staﬀords to Tony
George who was kind enough to sell me my first Staﬀord, and my
mother who was kind enough to buy her for me as a graduation present. I owe my entering the show ring to Tomas Matusiak, Iris Alvarez,
my mom, and the beautiful “red collar puppy” AKA Mat – Staﬀ Girl On
Fire, “Layla.” Look forward to seeing everyone ringside at the Classic! Please do me a favor and remind me to just breathe.
by Jamie Sheehan
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Welcome To The Club
By Toni Pawson

Dog X Deuce
by Eric Oraschin

Thinking about making an addition to your canine family?
Why not give it a trial run before you making that all-important decision? That is exactly what I did last month when
a good friend of mine gave me the opportunity to care for
Jillie, one of her female Staﬃes.

Over a year ago, I received a phone call from a woman that was interested in buying a puppy; since I had no puppies available and knew
Judy Heller did, I referred her to Judy. We had a lovely conversation
and kept in touch over the months and finally met at the NESBTC classic weekend back in 2012. I was introduced to Carmen Mitchko, her
husband Joe, and their three children, Nick, Jade, and Matt and their
beautiful dog Izzy.
Staﬀords are not new to Carmen; her family in South Africa has had
Staﬃes for many years, so she is all too familiar with how amazing our
breed is. At the Classic weekend, Carmen decided to spread her wings
and start oﬀ in the Conformation ring. For a couple of weeks, Carmen
and Izzy ventured out for handling classes and reached out to me to let
me know so I could join them with my puppy bitch, Annie.
After a few lessons, Carmen and I decided to start to enter in some
AKC shows. Getting our feet wet in the dog show ring has been quite
funny and stressful. We even travel together to some shows and have
really formed a great friendship. I look forward to seeing Carmen and
Izzy as they both grow together and become a great team in the show
ring. Join me as we welcome the Mitchko family and Izzy to our club.
We wish them well on the road to an AKC Champion title!

I currently own Taz, a 17-month old male Staﬀord, and
began pondering the idea of acquiring a female Staﬀord
when he was a year old. I was hesitant, being unsure how
he would react to sharing the house with another bitch.
There are many generalizations ballyhooed regarding
multi-dog households. I believe every dog is unique, however, here are a few noteworthy things I discovered to be
true in my experience with Taz and Jillie:
1) There IS going to be an alpha in the pack.
2) They CAN share resources, though NOT all
(careful monitoring is needed with those
items of high value).
3) There IS a level of socialization that only
another dog/bitch can provide. Regardless
of how well we as owners socialize our
dogs, there are certain lessons best learned
from a teacher of the same species.
My observations of Taz’s behavior with Jillie has led me to
the conclusion that my eventual canine family addition will
be very successful. All in all, Taz was a much happier dog
with his new friend Jillie. What about you? Are you ready to
take a trial run on another dog/bitch? Be it dog sitting for a
friend, fostering, etc. You might be surprised by what you
discover…. I was!

Remembering

Ruﬀ-n-Tuﬀ Staﬀords

CH. Saharain Valentine Vixen

“Alley”

CH. Ruﬀcast Gaelig Storm

“Dino”
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Ch. Shortyrocks Jasper By Dumbriton
Sire: 2011 World & UK Ch Brittstaﬀ By Jove Over Dumbriton
Paternal Grandsire: UK Ch Ashstock By Jupiter JW
Paternal Granddam: Multi Int. Ch Murdock’s Rebell’s Sweet
Temtation Over Dumbriton

Dam: Am Ch Thrashers Reba Realdamcute RE
Maternal Grandsire: Herodotus Sodamtuﬀ JW
Maternal Granddam: Am Ch Thrashers Shovel Head Meg

Ch. Shortyrocks Jasper by Dumbriton has been a long time in the making. As far back as 2009 when I was first introduced to his Sire, UK & World Winner
Ch. Brittstaﬀ by Jove over Dumbriton, by Dr. Dale Porcher DVM I knew that he would be the one for my Reba.
Jasper’s “coming out “was the 2012 SBTCA National Specialty Show in Perry, Ga. He didn’t disappoint us that day, Jasper went Best Bred by Exhibitor &
Best of Winners under Breeder/Judge Mr. Chris Jacksic at 9 months.
That fall, Jasper traveled to the NESBTC Staﬀord Classic and took Best Bred by Exhibitor both days under UK Judges Mr. Martin Murphy & Mr. Patrick
Harkin. Closing out 2012 at the AKC/ Eukanuba Championship in Orlando, Florida, he again was Best by Exhibitor and Best of Winners from Dr.Krisi
Sainio of Finland.
We had big hopes for 2013 and again Jasper did not let us down, by showing his heart out in Baltimore at the PSBTC Staﬀord Extravaganza this past April
and taking Best of Breed everyday under UK Judges Mr. John Scanlan & Mr. Kevin Jones and Ms. Christine Erickson, in association with the prestigious
Columbia Terrier Association of Maryland.
I am so proud of Jasper and what he has accomplished with only limited showing, he has fulfilled all our expectations, and I know that this dog has the
potential to achieve so much more. He is a pleasure to live with, such a sweet and loving companion, a dog anyone would be proud to own and I feel
especially blessed to have him.
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We Got Ink

1

3

1- Owner: Paul Wickel
Dog: Ch Crossguns Dolly Varden, aka ‘Lambchop’
2- Owner: Andrea Kilkenny
Tattoo of Staﬀord knot
Tattoo shop: Working Class Art, Branchburg, NJ
3- Owner: Jean Harvey
Dog: CH Kodiak’s Apache Warrior, CD, RN, CGC
4- Owner: Lynn Caswell
Dog: Captain
Tattoo artist: Deirdre Aiken

2

5

4

5- Owner: Pamela Ferguson
6- Owner: Paul Martin
Dog: Ch/Ir Ch Szondu Ulster Maddy
Tattoo Artist: Benny Gasmen
7- Owner: Anna Murray, Secretary of the Northern
SBT Rescue in the UK
Dog: Belle, a rescued Staﬀordshire Bull Terrier
8- 9- Owner: Jean Harvey
Dog: CH Farsyde’s Lightning Strikes Twice, BN,
CD, RE (Head Shot) Heart N Soul’s All that Jazz,
CD, RN (Face in Butterfly)
Tattoo shop: Main Street Tattoo Studio,
Stewartstown, PA

7

6

8

9
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15

11

14
10

10- Owner: John Diaz
Staﬀord knot
Tattoo shop: Working Class Art,
Branchburg, NJ
11- Owner: Melanie Corcoran
Dog: Ir Ch & Int Ch Bad Girl
Pauline At Molru An Ch 08,
10 CW’10, JD
Tattoo Artist is Ian @ JMD’s Body
Art, Waterford
City, Ireland.
12- Owner: Martin Santiago
Tattoo shop: Working Class Art,
Branchburg, NJ

18

12

13- Owner: James Baggiano
Dog: Garrett’s/Chans Floyd
Tattoo Shop: Tattoo Frenzy Long
Island

13

14- Owner: Andrea Kilkenny
Dog: Rumble
Tattoo Shop: Endorphinden,
Iowa City, IA

16

15- Owner: Anna Murray, Secretary
of the Northern SBT Rescue
in the UK
Dog: Belle, a rescued Staﬀordshire Bull Terrier

17

18

16- Owner: Sarah Adams pictured
with her dog, Pirate
(Flyin The Jolly Roger NA OAJ)
Dog: Tess
Tattoo Shop/Artist: Danielle
Alexander at Lunatic Tattoo
17- Left
Owner: Tyler Titherington
Dog: Buddha
Right
Owner: Martin Santiago
Dog: Luna
18- Owner: John Diaz
Dog: Ruﬀ’n’Tuﬀ Black Country
Boy aka Max
Tattoo Artist: Darren Rosa,
Rising Dragon Tattoo, NYC
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On the Bed, On the Couch: Should My Dog Be Allowed?
by Andrea Kilkenny, CPDT-KA and AKC CGC Evaluator

The answer to that question is quite simply:
you decide. As a trainer, clients often ask me
questions about bed and furniture privileges. It is up to each pet owner to decide his/
her own house rules. That said, there are a
few general suggestions we have regarding
beds and furniture....
We all have our dogs to enjoy them. Pet owners enjoy their dogs in diﬀerent ways. Some
do like their pets to sleep with them in their
bedrooms and lie with them on the couch
while enjoying a good book or movie. Others prefer not to have pets on (human) beds
or furniture because they do not want to
have to deal with the pet hair, or perhaps
a household member has allergies. If you
decide on a “no bed” or “no furniture” policy, then everyone in the household must
be consistent. It is unfair to the dog if one
family member lets the dog on the couch all
the time, and another family member yells
at the dog for getting on the couch. If it has
been allowed by one person, the dog will try
again; dogs do what works for them. That
said, dogs can make distinctions about
context. So if you have a particular couch
(perhaps your older worn couch left over
from college days in your basement) that
you will allow the dog on, he/she will learn
that it is “okay HERE (on the worn couch),
but not OVER HERE (on the good couch in
the living room).” Dogs can also learn that
rules change from one setting to another. A
good example is at Grandma’s house, dogs
are allowed on the couch while perhaps in

their own homes, they are not permitted on
the couch. If you doubt that dogs are smart
enough to make distinctions, pay close attention to your dogs’ behavior. In my work
experience, we see dogs who beg for food
from one household member all the time and
never try with other household members it’s easy to tell who gives food from the table
and who does not. This is just one example
of how dogs learn to make the distinctions
of “this behavior works here or with this person, but not over here or with this person....”
It can be helpful to teach your dog a cue that
gives permission. I like to use a hand signal
(pat the surface of couch or bed) combined
with a verbal signal of “Up! Up!” In addition, I recommend also teaching an “Oﬀ” cue
that means “you must get oﬀ of this surface
now.” Make it clear to your dog that he/she
can come up when given the cue and not at
any other time. Use “Oﬀ” when you need to
remove him/her.
Another rule of paw, in my own home, is that
dogs who are well behaved when they are on
the bed or couch may be permitted but dogs
who are poorly mannered are not. Jumping
on couches, doing flyball-style boxturns oﬀ
of the couch, digging in cushions, chewing
on bedding, are behaviors that are not allowed. If your dog is not trustworthy in this
respect, then we suggest not allowing your
dogs on the furniture until these behaviors
are under good control. Young puppies, for
example, who are still in the chewing stage

may cause damage quickly to your furniture
if unsupervised.
Dogs who guard couch or bed spaces from
human family members or other dogs should
also not be permitted on such spaces until
the behaviors are resolved. Dogs who have
serious conflicts with other dogs over couch
or bed spaces should also not be permitted. In a cohesive group or dogs, conflicts
can be worked out between dogs with minimal threat display; as relationships work
themselves out, dogs learn to respect each
other’s boundaries and utilize common resources without causing injury to each other.
Dogs who enjoy each other’s company may
even share the same sleeping space at the
same time. Dogs who are friendly, but perhaps not cuddle buddies, will respect each
other’s space - “okay, you’ve got that bed, so
I’ll go lay over here....”
Some examples of resource guarding behaviors involving space: Dog A growls and
lunges at Dog B when Dog B tries to get up on
the bed; Dog B slinks out of the room. Dog
C enjoys snuggling with human Mom on the
couch, but when Mom’s spouse comes into
the living room, Dog C bares his teeth and
airsnaps if the spouse gets too close. These
are just some examples; dogs exhibit guarding behaviors in many ways and on many different levels. It is a good idea to get professional help when there are serious inter dog
conflicts, or displays of aggressive behavior
towards humans. Dogs who exhibit these
Continued on next page
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On the Bed, On the Couch: Should My Dog Be Allowed?
by Andrea Kilkenny, CPDT-KA and AKC CGC Evaluator

> Continued from previous page

behaviors should not have access to the bed or furniture; instead, give a dog bed or crate as a sleeping option and get professional help to
learn how to modify these behaviors. Bed or furniture privileges may be something a dog can resume once the behaviors are under control.
Compromise when needed. Sometimes I work with clients who have diﬀerent expectations for their pets. One person in the household may
wish to allow the dog to sleep on the bed while a spouse says, “no way!” In this scenario, a compromise may be reached by buying a nice
comfy dog bed and placing it in the bedroom, and teaching the dog a reliable “go to bed” cue.
Remember that behavior isn’t fixed; it’s ever-changing and contextual. Your dog may be great with his/her canine friends whom he lives with,
but when a visiting dog comes over, he may exhibit diﬀerent or new behaviors. Don’t be surprised if your dogs who get along great and share
their resources, suddenly guard favorite sleeping spaces from a visiting dog. Be prepared for change and act accordingly.
And lastly, don’t take good behavior for granted! Make sure your dogs get praise and feedback for good behavior such as sharing; behavior
that is rewarded and praised is behavior the dogs are likely to repeat more often. And also make sure they have enough options for good
choice-making. In our home, we have more dog beds than dogs to ensure no one is on the hard floor unless he chooses to be!

Louisiana to Ireland: The Story of Roc, A Rescued Staﬀordshire Bull Terrier
I met Roc, a black and white Staﬀordshire Bull Terrier, in Slidell, Louisiana just a couple of months after Hurricane Katrina had ravaged the area. His owners had lost their
home, and were relinquishing him to the temporary shelter I was volunteering at and I
oﬀered to foster him. From the moment he laid eyes on me, he became my little shadow; there was an instantaneous connection between us that has carried on through to
this day. Roc traveled back with me to my home in Michigan and my other two dogs,
Trip and Rain - both adopted pit bulls - welcomed him without a fuss. Later, when we
introduced a cat into the pack, Roc was more than delighted to have a feline friend and
they became cuddle buddies quite quickly.
Moving cross country, all animals made a fairly seamless transition to life in California
where Roc become a lover of sunbathing. Life got tougher for him when he was diagnosed with epilepsy and we struggled to find the right combination of medication to
keep him seizure-free. Through it all, Roc was a trooper - he never let it get him down.
He welcomed a slew of foster animals into the house, showing them the ropes, but
he was always content when they left, so he could have me back to himself. Roc has
survived four bouts of pancreatitis and it appears he may be more cat-like with his
number of lives....
When I was accepted to veterinary school in Ireland, there was no doubt that Roc
would come along for the journey. The old man has definitely aged quite a bit in the
past year or so (at 12 years of age now) and his health had deteriorated a bit, and he’s
a little senile. Though his health issues have taken a toll on him, he still loves to eat,
go for short walks, and of course, cuddle. He is a bit of a curmudgeon, but he has a
great sense of humor. I am not sure what I will do when he is gone as he has been my
constant companion for the past eight years; he is my heart and soul. I will never find
another dog like him: one who is so tolerant of every animal and human he meets, so
intelligent and willing to learn, and wants nothing more than to be with me. I sure got
lucky that day in Louisiana.
by Sarah Finney, 2nd year veterinary student at University College Dublin

STAFFORD PAINTINGS

PHOTOGRAPHY & DESIGN

MONA LUAN
EMAIL: HELLO@MONALUAN.COM
PHONE: 516-477-0250
WEB: WWW.MONALUAN.COM

PETE’S CUSTOM COLLARS, LEADS AND HARNESSES
Est. 1975

All items 100% hand crafted and hand stitched
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Please contact Pete at: peteypool502@aol.com cell - 917 568-7084
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COUNSELING

HOW’S YOUR
DOG’S RECALL?
AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE
& CONVENIENT!
Our Gang Pet Services oﬀers a variety of services at very aﬀordable rates right in
your home at a time that is convenient for you!
Certifiied Pet Dog Trainer | AKC Good Citizen Evaluator
Contact Us 845 901 7120 or 906 616 2883 | ourgangpetservices@gmail.com
Website ourgangpetservices.com
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Zoey
Lessons From

By Sharon and Charlie Sjogren

Zoey came to my brother, Tony George, in September of 1999 as a 14year old rescue. She was staying with my husband Charlie and I and
our two veteran bitches, Ladie and Dixie, as we prepared to move to
our first house. For three weeks, she followed Charlie around, laying
at his feet while he worked at his desk and generally enjoying peace
and quiet and some attention. When it came time to move, Charlie
decided Zoey was coming with us and the five of us moved into our
new home.

All three girls settled in and soon Zoey started making decisions.
She decided that she liked to go outside and have breakfast between
5:00 and 5:30 a.m. and made us aware of this with continuous deep
barking every morning. Ladie and Dixie enjoyed sleeping in so this
was new to us. We figured Zoey was preparing us for eventual parenthood. On Friday nights, one of us would say, “You get Zoey tomorrow
morning, I’ll get her on Sunday.” With some morning wake up calls
coming as early as 4:3- a.m., we began to question our judgment
in taking in a 14-year old dog. Looking into her deep brown eyes,
however, we determined that Zoey was sent to us to teach us something beides how to wake up for a newborn. What it was we didn’t
yet know, we would have to be patient. When those deep brown eyes
were beseeching you for a good pet and a cuddle, a little less sleep
didn’t seem so bad.
Soon after we adjusted to our morning wake up calls, Zoey began
having accidents in the house. Having renovated the house, we were
having carpet laid in diﬀerent rooms at diﬀerent times. Her accidents
always occurred the day after carpeting was put down, never the
day before. We continued questioning our judgment in taking a 14year old dog. Zoey however, had a good sense of timing. Zoey had
trouble getting up on the deck from the yard and would bark until we
came out to help her so Charlie built her a ramp. We called it the Zoey
ramp. Now when she barked to come up, I would walk her over to the
ramp and help her up. This continued the next day, and the next, and

the net. Finally, on the fifth day, I went to the back door and there
was Zoey! She had come up on the ramp on her own. So just when
we were questioning our judgmnet in taking her in, she showed us
that old dogs can learn new things, and suddenly the carpets didn’t
look so bad.
Soon after, we cleaned the carpets, part of the yard was getting destroyed. Ladie and Dixie went all over the yard but Zoey preferred to
go in the same spot and it was killing the grass. We tried to escort
her to diﬀerent areas of the yard but left on her own, she always returned to her favorite spot and the grass wasn’t growing back. We
once again questioned our judgment in taking in a 14-year old dog.
Here again though, her timing was perfect. One day while Dixie and
I were having a catch, I noticed Zoey run for the ball, too. Well, it was
more of a quick walk than a run but Zoey was definitely interested.
Our ball playing soon included two balls, one thrown high and deep
for Dixie, followed by a low, close through for Zoey. She would trot
10 feet or so to the ball and chew on it. She would do this about
seven or eight times and that’s it. She would lie down and be done
until the next day. She was always clear about what she wanted. I
looked forward to our throws more and more every day. When Zoey
was chasing the ball there was a gleam in her eye and for an instant
we could imagine a young, slender Zoey in Ireland running full gallop
after a ball. And suddenly, the grass didn’t look so bad.
Zoey was a part of our family and though we had her for a short time,
we cherish the lessons she taught us and they will remain with us
always. Her lessons are these:
ǯ$QLQWHQVHWDLOZDJJLQJLVPRUHHQMR\DEOHWKDQDFOHDQQHZFDUSHW
ǯ$JRRGEHOO\UXELVPRUHLPSRUWDQWWKDQDKHDOWK\ODZQ
ǯ8QFRQGLWLRQDOORYHLVZRUWKORVLQJVRPHVOHHSIRU
A look of trust and contentment in your dog’s eyes is a treasure.

IF YOU BUILD IT, “THEY” WILL COME!

HERE
COMES THE
JUDGE[S]
2013 STAFFORD CLASSIC
JUDGES ANNOUNCED!

Suffolk County Kennel Club, Fri 9/27
Breed Specialist:

Suffolk County Kennel Club, Sat 9/28
Breed Specialist:

Multi-Champs with Cheraba
Sweeps Judge: Tony George

Over 40 CC’s won!
Sweeps Judge: Judy Heller

Jodi Sing / Pranksta

Liz Stanway / WayStaff

-

-

2012 The SBT Annual and Our Dogs Top Breeder

check our website or visit us on facebook for more details

